why others do what they do. Were I more studious and patient (and academically diligent), I may have decided to pursue a degree in Psychology. Yet there's something so fulfilling in understanding a character and opening yourself up to their world, then embodying that person and telling their story to a crowd of people, while they are entertained, enlightened, or empathetic. It's unique, cathartic, and one of the most gratifying experiences I know.
Because of this fascination I have of humanity, watching a very real, honest, and human person on stage is what speaks to me and inspires me as an artist. I admire those actors who dig deep into a character and themselves: They dare to be stripped down of all their tricks and masks and act truthfully; they make big, bold, and even dangerous choices in order to explore/discover the character being played; they bring an ease to the work, free of extraneous tension; they are physically versatile and emotionally available; they take in everything, and are responsive and connected to their fellow actors. All these aspects say to me that this person is not simply a good actor, but a beautiful artist. Those same qualities are the ones that I work for every day in my own work, and am fortunate enough to have the skills and tools to do so. * * *
One of the things that draws my attention when watching acting is simplicity. To me, simplicity means a dropping of all efforts to try for something in your work and to just allow whatever happens to happen. It means letting go of both physical and mental tension, not trying to seize up or "brace" for any moment, nor thinking through or anticipating a moment so much that the spontaneity and truth is gone. When I see someone simply experiencing a moment and emoting in response, I'm completely captivated. One of my favorite actors, Will Smith, who I normally associate with comedy and extremity, brought a beautiful simplicity in the last moments of his movie, The
Pursuit of Happyness. As he listened to his new boss congratulate him on getting the job, all he did was take this in and hear the words, letting them affect him without forcing emotion or gathering tension. Not only did we see his joy, but we felt it as well.
Smith's portrayal of Chris Gardner in this movie touched me, not merely by being simple, but by being extremely brave. I believe a great actor is one who is incredibly and consistently brave. This encompasses a large number of things: Taking risks, complete trust (in yourself, your partner, the text, etc.), and not being afraid to fail, in whatever capacity. One idea I always start off with when teaching my acting class is taking a risk, being silly or big, and having the courage to do so and commit to it. Of course, for beginning actors, bravery on stage often means making a strong committed choice during a warm-up game or improvisation. Even so, the results of that are more often than not a more honest choice, simply because it was a choice filled with fear, yet still fully committed to.
While bravery in green actors begins to unearth honesty, bravery in experienced actors is a beautiful thing to watch. One of the actors in my own class, John Watkins, has always been a shining example of a brave actor to me. His choices, be they "correct" or not, are always risking something; whether putting his emotions on the line or making himself look ridiculous, he will explore and try out anything that he feels might work. It's a pleasure to watch him work, and a privilege to work along side him. Brave actors have the power to make those around them feel permission to take those risks as well, which is what working with a brave actor does to me.
In my own journey through Grad School, I've found that simplicity and bravery go hand-in-hand for me. I've always had strength in my work for choosing to do something, but rarely have I been brave enough to not try and do anything and simply be open on stage. I have, however, experienced the power of not rushing to do something and being brave enough to let it happen, which has laid the foundation for my belief and appreciation in brave simplicity. In the last rehearsals of Sarah Ruhl's Eurydice, I (as Orpheus) had to use just my words to grab and reach for Eurydice (Deanna Brookens) as she started walking back to the Underworld. I saw Deanna, connected with her, and made a choice to just say the words so that she would hear them-no pushing, no "playing at the emotion", just speaking and connecting. Before I knew it, I was overwhelmed with regret, sadness, and began crying through the lines. Having never really cried on stage before that, I was shocked at my own results, and thrilled with my own performance.
Unfortunately, I never trusted myself to be able to get there again, and every night of performance I pushed my way through that scene and never felt the same feeling I had in rehearsal. But for that one evening, in front of nobody else but the stage crew, I
understood what bravery in connecting to your partner was; I let Deanna in, I spoke to her, not at her, and I gave a truthfully emotional performance.
I'm always impressed with crying on stage, as silly as that might sound. The reason it impresses me so much is that, like I said, I'm not one to do it. The release of emotion is something very difficult for me to achieve and always has been. her, yet how she kept her concentration on the people on stage with her, reprimanding them for calling her "mad" and driving her point of how great her grief is. To me, it was one of her strongest moments in class.
Since I was a kid, I've been drawn to performances that are based in the movement and mechanics of the body. As a kid, I would watch three kinds of movies over and over again: Swashbuckling action films, Musicals, and Marx Brothers movies.
It's no doubt that this history has instilled in me a love for physical range and the expression of one's true self through physicality. Harpo Marx was a big inspiration in my youth. His absolute liberty in using his body for his jokes was exactly what I tried to bring into my own form of entertainment, reenacting his gags all over my house and telling jokes to my friends at school. I was also inspired by actor/acrobat Burt Lancaster, who had made several movies that fueled my imagination and made me believe I, too, could swordfight four men at once and leap from walls onto awnings lightly and effortlessly. As I've grown older, other artists/performers, such as Jackie Chan, Bill
Irwin, Buster Keaton, and Fred Astaire further inspired me and showed me the true beauty in physical versatility. More than that, they have shown me the ability for honesty in that expression, having the physical gesture come from a place of true need. I've always loved how well they used their bodies in extreme ways, leaping, bending, twisting, jolting in every which way, and bringing life and excitement to the story.
However, I've learned to truly appreciate the use of the body in economic ways as well; a simple and unstressed relationship with ones physicality and using that to access emotion and convey your meaning. Again, simplicity and emotional accessibility, two of my most Where I Stand: The Good and the "Bad"
Okay, so what about me? Where do I fit in to all of this? Honestly, I think a big part of the reason I find all of the above so beautiful is because they are things that I struggle with in my own work as an actor. When I began to list the weaknesses in my acting process, I realized that they all were the result of one of four major obstacles I've encountered:
1.
Going after a result, focusing on the product as opposed to the process.
In other words, having an idea of how something SHOULD work and the result of it working.
2. My fear of the unknown, and my fear of allowing the unknown to happen.
3.
Physical blocks that hold emotional tension.
4.
My tendencies toward extravagance and elaboration.
All of these things have at one point or another stopped my work from going further than it has. That's not to say that I haven't made strides towards diminishing these problems, which I'm proud to say that I have. The thing is, these weaknesses persist and Unfortunately, I know these problems will persist, and true emotional connection for me will always be a challenge. I'm proud to say, however, that I've made some great strides in the past three years. There is a much greater release of physical tension, a stronger focus on the moment-to-moment, simplicity in my choices, and a more "fearless" way of dealing with emotions as they rise up. I first really remember experiencing this during a staged reading of Omnium Gatherum by Theresa Rebeck and Alexandra Gersten-Vassilaros. My character's long-winded monologue was new to me, I
had only previously read it a few times. On stage, book in hand, I took a full breath before beginning the moment, relaxed, and spoke the text. Once I had broken this seal, I
realized that I was in fact capable of accessing emotion without clamming up (in class with John, Paul, or Judy working with me was not the same as getting up in front of a room full of strangers and performing). My confidence was heightened that day, and since then I've had more occasions of honest emotional expression. It was one day in Verse class where we worked on our Shakespeare monologues.
I nervously recited my piece, making few strong choices and more concerned about getting it right as opposed to what I was wanting. Judy and I worked extensively on the context of the piece, and I tried it again. I believed I had applied the notes well, obviously still needing work. Judy looked at me with a concerned face and said, "You're not having fun." This shook me up, because she was right. I was so worked up getting the intention correct and the voice well utilized that I began laboring in my piece. This was one of several wake-up calls for me to ultimately enjoy myself while doing this work. This work, this life, is fun. And whatever I need to do to make it fun, whether it be slow down and take my time, or explode with big, "wrong" choices, I will make this work enjoyable for myself.
Possibly my two biggest lessons came from every single faculty member hereyet I remember when I first got this advice from Paul Kalina. It was one of the several times I went into his office my first year like an abandoned puppy, slumped into his chair to ask him why I wasn't getting it, why I was struggling in class, and pretty much why I was even here in the first place. "You're not gonna get it all at once," he said back to me, "And you don't need to." At first, I didn't get it-I thought that was the point of Grad school, to gain knowledge and then know what it is I'm doing so that I can keep applying it. "You're here to learn, and you're going to learn at your own pace. If your pace is slower than everyone else's, let it be slower." This sat in me for about a whole year before I started to embrace it. My process, my work, is for me and me alone. Now, I've gained more of a comfortableness and an acceptance in how I do things, and I've allowed others in my mind to do things their way as well. Having this, my work can be freer, more for me than for anyone else. 
